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**ABSTRACT**

We have used data from the Herschel-ATLAS at 250, 350 and 500 µm to determine the far-infrared (FIR) properties of 50 Broad Absorption Line Quasars (BAL QSOs). Our sample contains 49 high-ionization BAL QSOs (HiBALs) and 1 low-ionization BAL QSO (LoBAL) which are compared against a sample of 329 non-BAL QSOs. These samples are matched over the redshift range $1.5 \leq z < 2.3$ and in absolute $i$-band magnitude over the range $-28 \leq M_i \leq -24$. Of these, 3 BAL QSOs (HiBALs) and 27 non-BAL QSOs are detected at the $>5\sigma$ level. We calculate star-formation rates (SFR) for our individually detected HiBAL QSOs and the non-detected LoBAL QSO as well as average SFRs for the BAL and non-BAL QSO samples based on stacking the Herschel data. We find no difference between the HiBAL and non-BAL QSO samples in the FIR, even when separated based on differing BAL QSO classifications. Using Mrk 231 as a template, the weighted mean SFR is estimated to be $\approx 240 \pm 21$ M$_\odot$ yr$^{-1}$ for the full sample, although this figure should be treated as an upper limit if AGN-heated dust makes a contribution to the FIR emission. Despite tentative claims in the literature, we do not find a dependence of C IV equivalent width on FIR emission, suggesting that the strength of any outflow in these objects is not linked to their FIR output. These results strongly suggest that BAL QSOs (more specifically HiBALs) can be accommodated within a simple AGN unified scheme in which our line-of-sight to the nucleus intersects outflowing material. Models in which HiBALs are caught towards the end of a period of enhanced spheroid and black-hole growth, during which a wind terminates the star-formation activity, are not supported by the observed FIR properties.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Mergers and other interactions are thought to trigger AGN which can lead to outflows that affect the chemical make-up of the interstellar and intergalactic media, and limit star formation in the host galaxy (Bower et al. 2006; Croton et al. 2006; De Lucia & Blaizot 2007; Booth & Schaye 2009) and possibly in the large-scale environment (Rawlings & Jarvis 2003; McCarthy et al. 2010). The role of these outflows has become an important feature of contemporary models of the formation and evolution of galaxies over cosmic time, being required in theoretical attempts to understand galaxy ‘downsizing’ (Cowie et al. 1996; Scannapieco et al. 2005). In semi-analytic models of galaxy assembly (Granato et al. 2004), AGN feedback removes dense gas from the centres of galaxies, heating up the surrounding Intergalactic Medium (IGM), while at the same time enriching the IGM with metals. Studies such as that of Gabel et al. (2006) indicate that outflows have high metallicities which could serve to enrich the IGM. Due to the IGM’s low density, however, it cannot cool efficiently and so cannot fall back to the galaxy to fuel star formation. Simulations of galaxy mergers (Springel et al. 2005a) show that AGN feedback can heat the Interstellar Medium (ISM) and inhibits star formation, with outflows providing the energy and momentum feedback for the ISM of the host galaxy. Efforts to include these mechanisms (e.g., Croton et al. 2006; Sijacki et al. 2007) have focussed on two modes: a ‘radio mode’ whereby a relativistic jet can heat interstellar gas and intracluster media, stopping further infall of mass (Best 2007; Best & Heckman 2012), and a ‘quasar mode’, which serves to stop star formation with an outflow of greater mass but with a lower velocity driven by the radiation from the quasar. At the same time, the quasar mode removes any leftover gas that might serve to enshroud the galaxy, turning it into a ‘classical’ Quasar-Like Object (QSO). Recent work finds that when feedback is incorporated, the ΛCDM model provides a good fit to observed galaxy stellar-mass fractions and the K-band luminosity function (Bower et al. 2006; Crisatulo et al. 2010). However, if feedback is excluded in galaxy group simulations, the temperature profiles are highly peaked and in disagreement with many of the observed properties of galaxies. The simulations also suffer from the well known overcooling problem, the resulting stellar mass fraction being several times larger than observed (McCarthy et al. 2010).

Gas outflows from AGN are primarily detected in X-ray and ultraviolet absorption against the inner portions of the accretion disk and/or the more extended broad-line region. Indicators for the origin of an absorption line system are (1) velocity width, (2) partial coverage, (3) time variability, and (4) high metallicity. Historically, the criterion of velocity width has led to the use of three categories of intrinsic absorbers. Those with the greatest velocity dispersions are termed ‘Broad Absorption Line’ Quasars, or BAL QSOs (e.g., Weymann et al. 1991). These have absorption lines with FWHM greater than 2000 km s$^{-1}$. Those with very narrow absorption lines are known as ‘Narrow Absorption Line’ QSOs, (NAL QSOs; e.g., Hamann & Perlman 1999). These have FWHM of less than 500 km s$^{-1}$. Finally the last type are known as Mini-BALs. These are those intrinsic absorbers whose velocity widths are between 500 and 2000 km s$^{-1}$ (e.g., Hamann et al. 1997; Churchill et al. 1999).

There is still some debate in the literature regarding BAL QSOs, with the observed fraction (~ 15 per cent) being attributed to orientation, an evolutionary phase or some mixture of both. In the orientation hypothesis, BAL outflows are present in all QSOs but they are only viewed as BAL QSOs when our line-of-sight intersects the solid angle subtended by the BAL outflow. In this situation, high column density accretion disk winds are accelerated by radiation pressure (Murray et al. 1995; Murray & Chiang 1998; Elvis 2000). This model attributes the fraction of QSOs to the fractional solid angle coverage of the BAL regions. Furthermore, it is able to account for the similarity of the continua and emission line features in BAL QSO and non-BAL QSO spectra once reddening is taken into account (Weymann et al. 1991; Reichard et al. 2003) and fits well with unified models (Antonucci 1993; Elvis 2000). Mid–infrared and far–infrared studies also show no difference in emission, consistent with there being similar dust masses within the host galaxy and BAL QSOs being an orientation effect (Gallagher et al. 2007; Lazarova et al. 2012). However, spectropolarimetry studies (Ogle et al. 1999; DiPompeo et al. 2010, 2011) indicate that BAL QSOs are seen at a wide range of inclinations, which suggests that BAL QSOs may not be just a simple orientation effect.

The evolutionary scenario is rather different. In such a model, BAL QSOs are young QSOs that may have recently undergone a merger/starburst, and are observed as BAL QSOs when two special conditions are met; firstly, the QSO luminosity has reached a sufficient strength to accelerate gas to several thousand km s$^{-1}$ and secondly, there is a large mass of diffuse gas and dust in the nuclear regions leading to a rapid mass-loss phase. These BAL outflows could also play a role in terminating star formation and removing much of the obscuring dust and gas leading to a classical optically and soft X-ray luminous QSO (Voit et al. 1993; Hall et al. 2002; Page et al. 2004, 2011). If BAL QSOs are caught towards the end of an epoch of enhanced star-formation activity then high dust masses within the host galaxies of BAL QSOs will yield higher average FIR flux densities. Since far-infrared emission is optically thin, there should be no dependence on the source orientation. This difference in the FIR properties in these two hypotheses can in principle be used to distinguish between them.

Omont et al. (1996) and Carilli et al. (2001), both working at frequencies around 250 GHz, showed that there was weak evidence that BAL QSOs were more luminous at millimetre wavelengths than ordinary QSOs. This would favour an evolutionary scenario, but the work did not concentrate exclusively on the BAL QSO phenomenon, or compare star formation rates, and the samples were small (4 and 7 BAL QSOs respectively). Other work by Lewis et al. (2003), Willott et al. (2003) and Priddey et al. (2007) was specifically aimed at improving our understanding of the
2 THE DEFINITION OF A BAL QSO

BAL QSOs have broad absorption lines which arise from resonance line absorption in gas outflowing with velocities up to $0.1c$ (Weymann et al. 1991; Arav et al. 2001; Hall et al. 2002; Reichard et al. 2003). As a subclass of AGN, BALs until recently were thought to make up around 10 – 15 per cent of the sources in QSO surveys. (Weymann et al. 1991; Tolea et al. 2002; Reichard et al. 2003). However, Trump et al. (2006) quoted a much higher BAL fraction, i.e., an observed fraction within the 3rd Data Release of the SDSS (Schneider et al. 2003) of 26 per cent. It is possible that selection effects may bias us against BAL identifications, meaning that the intrinsic fraction is far higher than observed. (Hewett & Foltz 2003; Dai, Shankar & Sivakoff 2008). Perhaps the most widely accepted classification scheme for whether a QSO is a BAL QSO is the Baldwin-Phillips-terlevich Index or $BI$, defined by Weymann et al. (1991).

$$BI = \int_{3000}^{25000} \left(1 - \frac{f(v)}{0.9}\right) C dv. \quad (1)$$

Here $f(v)$ is the continuum-normalized spectral flux at a velocity $v$ (in km s$^{-1}$) from the C IV line rest wavelength 1549 Å (in the system frame). The dimensionless value $C$ is 0 unless the observed spectrum has fallen at least 10 per cent below the continuum for a velocity of at least 2000 km s$^{-1}$ in the absorption trough, at which point $C$ is set to 1. Traditional BALs are defined to have $BI > 0$.

We construct our BAL sample using BAL QSOs selected using the $BI$ metric of equation (1) and a version of the metric which is ‘extended’ as in Gibson et al. (2009), the lower limit of the $BI$ being 0 km s$^{-1}$.

BAL QSOs can be split into subclasses based on their observed spectral features. The first of these classifications are High-ionization Broad Absorption Line (HiBAL) QSOs. These objects contain absorption in Ly α λ1216 Å, N v λ1240 Å, Si iv λ1394 Å and C iv λ1549 Å. They are the most prevalent sub-population, making up around 85 per cent of BALs. The Low-ionization Broad Absorption Line (LoBAL) QSOs contain all of the previously mentioned absorption features seen in HiBALs, but also contain absorption features in Mg ii λ2799 Å and other low ionization species. These objects comprise around 15 per cent of BALs (Sprayberry & Foltz 1992; estimated 17 per cent). HiBALs and LoBALs are found to have redder continua than non-BALs (Brotherton et al. 2001; Reichard et al. 2003; Scaringi et al. 2009), with LoBALs also being significantly redder than HiBALs (Weymann et al. 1991; Sprayberry & Foltz 1992). The third and final class are FeLoBALs, which show the absorption features of LoBALs as well as absorption features arising from metastable excited levels of iron. The effects of these definitions on each measured variable are discussed in greater detail in Section 4.

3 DATA AND SAMPLE SELECTION

The BAL QSO sample that we use in this paper is a small proportion of those objects identified as a BAL QSO within the SDSS QSO Catalogue (Gibson et al. 2009), which number 5039 BAL QSOs. By using the SDSS catalogue (both for BAL and non-BAL samples) a redshift of $z < 2.3$ provides an upper redshift limit where the SDSS colour selection criteria are relatively unaffected by BAL absorption (Gibson et al. 2009). We use absolute magnitude in the SDSS i band since it is less affected by dust reddening than the bluer bands.

As Gibson et al. (2009) used the $BI$ as a classification mechanism, it is possible that some BALs will have been missed from the sample, and others included within the catalogue will be mis-classifications (though the strictness of the $BI$ should decrease the number).

In this paper we use observations from the ESA *Herschel* Space Observatory (Pilbratt et al. 2010) as part of the *Herschel* Astrophysical Terahertz Large-Area Survey (H-ATLAS, Eales et al. 2010) survey phase 1 data set, released in the same way as the SDP data set and with the same $5\sigma$ flux limits (Ibar et al. 2010; Pascale et al. 2011; Rigby et al. 2011). It is the largest *Herschel* open-time extragalactic key project on the observatory, and will eventually observe ~550 sq deg in five passbands at 100, 160, 250, 350 and 500 μm with the PACS (Poglitsch et al. 2010) and the SPIRE (Griffin et al. 2010) instruments, allowing the study of interstellar dust at angular scales ~10 times smaller than with IRAS. With these data, approximately 250,000 galaxies out to redshifts of 3 to 4 are expected to be detected. We omit the PACS data (Ibar et al. 2010) from our analysis as the selected sources may possibly be contaminated by warmer dust heated by the AGN and the data do not reach the required depth to be useful. Instead, we have concentrated on the SPIRE data (Pascale et al. 2011). SPIRE wavelengths have been chosen because they are less likely to be contaminated by direct emission from the warm dust of the AGN torus, with a starburst component at these wavelengths being required to account for the total FIR emission, as suggested by the SED fits of Hatziminaoglou et al. (2010).

The (Gibson et al. 2009) catalogue has been cross-matched with the H-ATLAS 9, 12 and 15 h fields. Each field is approximately 12° in RA by 3° in Dec (6° by 3° for the
12 h field), which places a limit on the size of our final sample. Only those QSOs falling within the field boundaries are included resulting in an initial sample of 88. These further reduce to 83 due to 5 that have a C IV Balnicity Index value of 0. These BAL QSOs have been classified using alternative lines such as Si iv or Mg ii, and are considered beyond the scope of this paper.

We next apply constraints within the parameter space $1.5 \leq z < 2.3$ and $-28 \leq M_i \leq -24$, where most of the BAL QSOs lie, in order to reduce the susceptibility of our study to the effects of luminosity or redshift evolution (e.g. Bonfield et al. 2011). This restriction gives two advantages: it allows easy construction of a non-BAL QSO comparison sample and limits the effects of cosmological evolution whilst comparing similar luminosities. In this way the sample is further reduced to 50 BAL QSOs. We have also addressed the important distinction between the ‘classic’ $BI$ and the ‘extended’ version given in (Gibson et al. 2009), $B_{10}$, to see if this classification has any effect on the flux densities and other properties of our sample. As a result of this distinction, the total number of BAL QSOs following the ‘classic’ $BI$ definition drops to 36. One of these, SDSS115404.13+001419.6, is a LoBAL QSO. This source is not considered in our stacking analyses in Section 4. The distribution of BAL QSOs over the 3 fields is as follows: 9 h field - 19, 12 h field - 12, 15 h field - 19. Our comparison sample consists of 329 non-BAL QSOs drawn from the SDSS Data Release 5 (Schneider et al. 2007). We did not use the SDSS DR8 catalogue since there has been no corresponding BAL QSO catalogue produced. We trimmed objects at random from overpopulated parts of the comparison sample (determined via visual inspection of $M_i$ and $z$) until a two-sample KS test comparison in $M_i$ and $z$ between the non-BAL and BAL QSO sample returned a null–hypothesis probability of $p > 0.05$; for the final non-BAL QSO comparison sample separate KS tests on redshift and $M_i$ give $p$-values of 0.67 and 0.20 respectively (‘extended sample’) and 0.89 and 0.17 respectively (‘classic’ sample). Running a 2-d KS test (Peacock 1983) on redshift and $M_i$ for both samples returns a $p$-value of 0.27. We can therefore assume the populations are adequately matched in $M_i$ and $z$. The lower panel of Fig. 1 shows the final BAL and non-BAL QSO samples on the $(z, M_i)$ plane while Table 4 gives details of the final BAL QSO sample.

In the next section, we compare the FIR properties of matched BAL and non-BAL QSO samples, and determine SFRs for the samples based on separate classification schemes (as explained in Section 2). Our study improves on previous work since whilst the H-ATLAS survey is still not complete, the three fields in the H-ATLAS phase 1 dataset centred at 9, 12, and 15h give us a large area providing a uniformly selected sample of objects cross-matched with the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS).

4 METHOD AND RESULTS

Here we determine the FIR properties of the selected QSOs and investigate how the BAL QSOs relate to the non-BAL QSOs. We further discuss the effects of different selection criteria i.e., $BI$ versus $B_{10}$.

4.1 Stacking analysis

The FIR flux densities used in this section are taken directly from the final PSF-convolved images for all three H-ATLAS fields. Cutouts of set size $(210 \times 210 \text{ arcsec}^2)$ of the region surrounding each BAL/non-BAL QSO are generated, and these are co-added, each pixel being the weighted mean flux density in that pixel. The weighted mean stacked flux density value of each source is taken to be that at the centre of the stacked image which is the closest pixel to the catalogue position in either the [Gibson et al. (2009)] or [Schneider et al. (2007)] SDSS QSO samples. We background subtract by randomly selecting a sample of 40,000 pixels from each field to create a mean background for that field at that wavelength. We then subtract this mean background from every pixel in our cutout images for each QSO. These mean values for each wavelength are shown in Table 2 while Fig. 2 shows the BAL and non-BAL QSO stacked images at each wavelength.

We find that at longer wavelengths the stacked BAL
QSO image is less distinguishable from the background, which is expected due to increased confusion noise and a higher instrumental noise; galaxies at 500 μm are also expected to be fainter, since the Rayleigh–Jeans tail is being sampled. Table 2 shows the central pixel values of the stacks. We find that there is no statistical difference between BAL QSOs and non-BAL QSOs; their flux densities in all bands-passes are the same within the errors. This result holds for both the ‘classic’ and ‘extended’ BAL QSO samples.

We attempt to reproduce our results using the Institut d’Astrophysique Spatiale (IAS) stacking library. It stacks data to allow a statistical detection of a faint signal using positions of galaxies detected at shorter wavelengths as with our method but has also been tested and validated with galaxy clustering in mind, something which may affect our results (see Bavaud et al. 2008, Bethermin et al. 2011 for further details). However, we still find no difference between the BAL QSO and non-BAL QSO samples in each band-pass and the IAS values are in agreement with our values within the errors (see Table 2).

It should be noted that submillimetre fluxes may still be overestimated due to constraints of sources if they emit in
the SPIRE bands, but since we cannot identify the sources around the QSO at high redshifts there is little that can be done to solve this problem. We also emphasize that the effects of confusion should be the same for both BAL QSOs and non-BAL QSOs since they are treated in an equal manner within both methods.

The Gaussian errors quoted in Table 2 must be treated with caution, since background noise will be non-Gaussian owing to confusion noise. To determine quantitatively whether the stacked BAL QSOs are detected significantly, flux densities from 120,000 randomly chosen positions in the field have been measured following Hardcastle et al. (2010). The random background compared with the BAL and non-BAL QSO fluxes are shown in Figure 3. Using a KS test, we can examine whether the flux densities of the stacks are statistically distinguishable from those taken from randomly chosen positions, as a KS test is not influenced by the noise properties.

In comparison to the background we detect the BAL QSOs at all wavelengths using both classification schemes. The significance of the 250 µm detection for ‘extended’ BLs BAL QSOs is well over 5σ (p < 10^{-10}), and as expected, the significance decreases towards longer wavelengths, being lowest at 500 µm (p ∼ 5 × 10^{-4}). The larger sample of non-BAL QSOs is also detected with high significance above the background at all wavelengths (p < 10^{-10}). Returned KS probabilities are shown in Table 3. We also used a KS test to compare the distribution of flux densities between the BAL QSO samples and the non-BAL QSO samples (see Fig. 3). At 250, 350 and 500 µm their p-values are p = 0.39, 0.80, and 0.37 respectively for the ‘extended’ sample when comparing the BAL QSO sample with the full non-BAL QSO sample. We therefore cannot reject the null hypothesis that the BAL and non-BAL QSOs are drawn from the same underlying flux density distribution.

We performed a second test where the 120,000 stacks were created from flux densities extracted from random positions, with the number of elements in the stack equal to the elements in the comparison sample stack, i.e. 49, 35 and 329, and we then compared these random stacks with the stacked flux densities of our BAL and non-BAL QSO samples. The fraction of random stacks where the weighted mean flux density exceeds the weighted mean flux density in our sample stacks provides an estimate of the probability of the detection of our stacks being just a background fluctuation. We find that 250 µm is generally of greater significance than that at 500 µm for the BAL QSO samples (e.g. p < 10^{-5}, p = 4.8 × 10^{-4} respectively for the ‘extended’ BLs BAL QSOs in each bandpass), and that none of the 120,000 flux density stacks extracted at random positions have larger weighted mean flux densities than the BAL and non-BAL stacked flux density as shown in Table 3. This indicates that our weighted mean flux density values in Table 2 are not due to background fluctuations.

### 4.2 Detection rates

We now investigate how many individual BAL QSOs are significantly detected in the H-ATLAS data at the >5σ level. The Phase 1 H-ATLAS catalogue used a likelihood ratio technique to identify optical and near-infrared counterparts with objects detected by Herschel as with the SDP catalogue (Smith et al. 2011) in the phase 1 data. We find that three BAL QSOs from our sample are associated with (5σ) 250 µm sources in the H-ATLAS Phase 1 catalogue (i.e. they have reliability, R > 0.80); two of these are "classic" BI-defined BAL QSOs. For the non-BAL QSOs, 27 of the 329 have reliable R > 0.80 250 µm counterparts. This raises the question of whether there is an actual difference in the detection rate of BAL QSOs and non-BAL QSOs. We detect 6.0 per cent of the ‘extended’ sample (8.3 per cent of the ‘classic’ BI defined sample) compared to 8.2 per cent of the non-BAL sample. Comparing these detection rates using a binomial probability distribution gives a null result (p = 0.19 and p = 0.23 for the ‘extended’ and ‘classic’ sample respectively). We cannot therefore reject the null hypothesis that the detected HiBALs are drawn from the same distribution.
Table 2. The BAL (‘extended’ and ‘classic’) and non-BAL QSO FIR weighted mean flux densities in the 250, 350 and 500 μm bandpasses. The number in brackets gives the number of objects within each stack. We also include here our determined background noise for each field at each wavelength.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bandpass (μm)</th>
<th>BAL QSO and non-BAL QSO flux densities</th>
<th>IAS BAL QSO and non-BAL QSO flux densities</th>
<th>Mean background in each field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘Extended’ stack</td>
<td>‘Classic’ stack</td>
<td>non-BAL stack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>(49, mJy)</td>
<td>(49, mJy)</td>
<td>(329, mJy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>11.81±1.20</td>
<td>10.97±1.51</td>
<td>10.94±0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>8.76±1.52</td>
<td>8.13±2.11</td>
<td>8.97±0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>5.78±1.66</td>
<td>4.55±2.11</td>
<td>7.25±0.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. The KS statistics and probabilities of each sample being indistinguishable from a randomly selected sample of flux densities taken from the H-ATLAS fields. The fraction shows how many random stacks had flux densities greater than our sample stacks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bandpass (μm)</th>
<th>‘Extended’ R10</th>
<th>‘Classic’ R10</th>
<th>non-BAL QSOs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KS statistic</td>
<td>KS probability</td>
<td>Fraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>&lt; 10⁻¹⁰</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>&lt; 10⁻¹⁰</td>
<td>0.00068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.00051</td>
<td>0.00048</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

as the detected non-BAL QSOs, consistent with our conclusions above on their flux density distribution.

4.3 FIR luminosities and star-formation rates

We have limited information on the shape of the SED of our QSOs and therefore must choose a suitable template in order to compute FIR luminosities (L_{FIR}). The primary galaxy that we have chosen for this purpose is Mrk 231. Of the local ULIRGs, it is the most luminous, with a rest–frame luminosity at 8 – 1000 μm of 3.2 × 10^{12} L_⊙ (Sanders et al. 2003), and it shows similar broad absorption line features to our sample, having been classified as a BAL QSO, strictly a LoBAL QSO (Smith et al. 1993). We have also investigated the effect of using a template based on I Zw1, a local Seyfert type 1 galaxy in the nearby universe at z = 0.0589 (Ho & Kim 2009). We assume T = 45 K and emissivity index β = 1.6 for Mrk 231, and T = 36 K and β = 1.7 for I Zw1 from fitting a greybody to data points retrieved from the NASA Extragalactic Database (32 and 9 respectively).

We determine the FIR luminosity via a ratio method between the 250 μm flux density of our greybody template if placed at the redshift of the QSO in our sample and the 250 μm flux density of the QSO. This implicitly assumes that the QSO has the same FIR SED as the greybody template. The calculation of the SFR was then performed in the standard manner using the relationship with L_{FIR} published by Kennicutt (1998) in equation (2) and these are presented in Table 4 i.e.

$$SFR(M_⊙ yr^{-1}) = 4.5 \times 10^{-44} L_{FIR} \ (ergs^{-1}).$$  \ (2)

The Kennicutt (1998) relation is dependent on the models of Leitherer & Heckman (1995). These models were specifically created to correspond to the conditions that are prevalent within giant HII regions, HII galaxies, nuclear starbursts and infrared luminous starburst galaxies and traces diffuse gas within these regions. The Kennicutt (1998) relation assumes continuous starbursts of age 10 – 100 Myr, and requires the integrated IR luminosity over the range 8 – 1000 μm.

The average Kennicutt SFR is 240 ± 21 M_⊙ yr⁻¹ for the ‘extended’ and 223 ± 25 M_⊙ yr⁻¹ for the ‘classic’ sample (Table 4); these values are consistent. Note that these estimates are determined from weighted stacking of the individual luminosities and SFRs derived from the 250 μm flux density of each galaxy rather than calculated from the weighted stacked flux density values in Table 2. The BAL and non-BAL average SFRs are also consistent within the errors. We find that the 3 detected BAL QSOs have SFR > 1000 M_⊙ yr⁻¹. Since we cannot exclude the possibility that some fraction of the FIR emission comes from dust heated by the AGN, these SFRs should be regarded as upper limits. We also find that the average FIR luminosities presented in Table 4 for both the BAL and non-BAL QSO samples are, on their own, sufficiently large to classify them as ULIRGs. We note that the derived SFRs for each SPIRE band for I Zw1 are more consistent than those determined for Mrk 231. This suggests that dust in BAL QSOs at higher z is likely cooler than that found in the low-z analogue Mrk.
4.4 FIR luminosity and C IV which does not change our conclusions.

about a factor of 2 variation in the final derived SFR values possible values (25 K \( \leq \) the dust temperature and

Finally, we have also investigated the effect of varying Priddey et al. (2007) found a weak correlation between FIR flux density and C IV absorption–line equivalent width and a rather stronger statistical link between submillimetre detection rate and C IV absorption–line equivalent width; i.e., of the 15 sources they observed, all 6 (\( >2\sigma \)) detections in the 850 \( \mu m \) band had a C IV absorption–line equivalent width of \( \geq 25 \text{Å} \). A KS test returned a probability of 0.01 that the detections and non-detections had the same C IV absorption–line equivalent width.

The small number of detections in our sample means we cannot perform the same tests that Priddey et al. used. In our sample there are only 5 sources with C IV absorption–line equivalent widths of \( \geq 25 \text{Å} \) in the 250 \( \mu m \) bandpass, of which 3 are detections. Assuming a binomial probability distribution we estimate the probability of detections having C IV absorption–line equivalent widths \( \geq 25 \text{Å} \) by chance is only 0.005. However, these are detections in one bandpass alone and the number of objects with C IV absorption–line equivalent width \( \geq 25 \text{Å} \) is very small. We must therefore choose a different C IV absorption–line equivalent width cut-off for our HiBAL QSOs, such that we have similar sized samples to compare. We set this cut-off at \( \geq 20 \text{Å} \), which gives us 11 HiBAL QSOs to compare with the remaining 24 in the classic sample. For completeness we tested whether the distribution of C IV absorption–line equivalent widths within our restricted BAL QSO sample was representative of those within the parent population as described by Gibson et al. (2004). A KS test on the C IV absorption–line equivalent widths of each population returns \( p = 0.12 \), so we are able to assume our sample is representative. Figure 4 shows histograms of the two C IV absorption–line equivalent width distributions. For this analysis we studied the ‘classic’ BAL QSO sample only since it suffers from less contamination from mis–classified sources than the ‘extended’ sample due to the strictness of the BI mechanism. Furthermore, any true underlying physical relationship involving C IV absorption–line equivalent width will be expected to correlate with luminosity rather than flux density. We therefore determined the \( L_{\text{FIR}} \) luminosities of each BAL QSO using our assumed T and \( \beta \) for Mrk 231 and IZw1, separated them using our 20 \( \text{Å} \) cutoff and then performed a Mann-Whitney test (Mann & Whitney, 1947) to determine whether a greater luminosity correlates with a larger C IV absorption–line equivalent width. For the Mrk 231 and IZw1 templates respectively, the test returned probabilities of 0.23 and 0.22, which indicates that there is no significant evidence for a difference in the two subsamples. Obviously with this method there is the caveat that the BAL QSOs must each have a similar SED shape to our greybody templates but
these results indicate there is no evidence for a dependence of FIR luminosity on C iv EW.

5 DISCUSSION

Our study shows that the FIR properties of HiBAL QSOs are statistically indistinguishable from those of non-BAL QSOs. We also find that FIR emission has no dependence on C iv absorption–line equivalent width. Therefore the FIR luminosity has no dependence on the absorption strength of the outflow, and our results do not require an evolutionary link between HiBAL and non-BAL QSOs. Rather a simple orientation effect argument is sufficient.

Priddey et al. (2007) found tentative evidence for a link between C iv absorption–line equivalent width and submilimetre wavelength detection (albeit with a 2σ detection threshold). As discussed by Priddey et al. such a link could be used to argue that BAL QSOs are in a distinct evolutionary phase along the lines proposed by Page et al. (2004, 2011), where the QSO wind is in the process of terminating an epoch of enhanced star formation. Our results do not support this weak evidence for such a link between FIR output and C iv absorption–line equivalent width. The discrepancy may be linked to a possible selection effect discussed by Priddey et al.; that the most reddened QSOs must be intrinsically more luminous to meet their selection criterion, and therefore the most extreme objects, which might host the most powerful outflows would have higher dust reddening and higher FIR/submm output. This could explain why we see no such correlation, since the SDSS i band does not suffer reddening to as large a degree as the bluer bands in which past samples of QSOs were selected.

However, a caveat to our results is that our sample is composed almost entirely of HiBAL QSOs. We have not considered either LoBAL QSOs or their rarer FeLoBAL cousins, which may well show FIR properties inconsistent with a simple orientation scheme hypothesis (see below). We note that the samples of Willott et al. (2003) and Priddey et al. (2007) were also mostly composed of HiBAL QSOs. The Priddey et al. (2007) sample contains only 1 known LoBAL QSO, and many of the Willott et al. (2003) QSOs classified as LoBAL QSOs are uncertain due to Mg II moving out of the spectral range at z > 2.26.

Regarding studies at other wavelengths, the findings of Green et al. (2001) carried out using the Chandra X-ray observatory provide weak evidence that HiBAL QSOs appear X-ray weak due to intrinsic absorption, and that their underlying emission is actually the same as that of non-BAL QSOs (Gallagher et al. 2002, 2004; Gibson et al. 2004), which supports an orientation scheme. In contrast, even taking into account intrinsic absorption, LoBAL QSOs remain X-ray weak. An analysis of X-ray absorption performed by Streblyanska et al. (2010) suggests that LoBALs and HiBALs may be physically different objects. This is reinforced by composite SEDs ranging from X-ray to radio generated by Gallagher et al. (2003) who find similarities between the SEDs of HiBALs and non-BAL QSO but differences between these populations and LoBALs. However, it should be noted that the absorbed nature of BAL QSOs means that their X-ray data are limited in quality, so these findings cannot be taken as conclusive.

Certainly LoBAL QSOs are found to have redder spectra than other types (Reichard et al. 2003b), implying a larger dust mass in the host galaxy and/or vicinity of the SMBH. The idea that LoBALs and FeLoBALs form a separate evolutionary class finds support from the work of Farrah et al. (2007) and Urrutia et al. (2009). Farrah et al. (2007) argue that FeLoBAL QSOs are galaxies where a massive merger driven starburst is ending, and the last remnants of a dust cocoon are being removed by a rapidly accreting supermassive black hole at the galaxy’s centre. The SED fits of those detected at longer wavelengths (4/9) require a starburst component of the order of several hundred solar masses per year, which is taken to imply that FeLoBAL QSOs are associated with ULIRGs. Similar conclusions are drawn in Farrah et al. (2010) who find that FeLoBAL QSOs span a range of spectral shapes, consistent with the idea that they may be a transition phase in the lifetime of an AGN. However, as noted in their papers, the small and inhomogeneous sample sizes render such conclusions tentative. A larger sample was presented by Farrah et al. (2012) of 31 objects with optical to far-infrared photometry. These were found to all be highly luminous (> 10^{12} L_⊙), yet the bulk of IR emission in the majority of sources came from the AGN rather than a starburst component. The mid-IR and far-infrared properties of the FeLoBAL QSOs spanning the redshift range 0.8 < z < 1.8 presented by Farrah et al. further reinforce the idea that they are a class apart from the general QSO population.

Urrutia et al. (2009) also found an unusually high percentage (32 per cent using the conservative BI selection) of LoBAL QSOs in a sample of dust reddened type-1 QSOs in fact all of these objects can also be classified as FeLoBALs. The orientation hypothesis is irreconcilable with such findings allowing an evolutionary hypothesis to be invoked, even with the cavesets offered by Urrutia et al. (2009).

The subset of the full Gibson et al. (2009) sample studied here contains only one QSO, SDSS115404.13 + 001419.6, classified as a LoBAL. These objects are rare, making up only 15 per cent of all observed BAL QSOs. A very deep C iv absorption trough (greater than anything seen in the HiBAL sample), combined with a high flux density (29.88 ± 6.65 mJy at 250 μm) makes it a conspicuous member of our sample. However, little can be said of an entire population from one object. Future work in the FIR/submillimetre wavebands targeting LoBALs and/or FeLoBALs would be invaluable.

6 CONCLUSIONS

(i) Using a stacking analysis we have determined that HiBAL QSOs at 1.5 < z < 2.3 are statistically indistinguishable in terms of FIR luminosity (and therefore SFR) from a matched sample of non-BAL QSOs. This result is broadly consistent with previous work conducted at submillimetre wavelengths (Willott et al. 2003; Priddey et al. 2007). The average FIR luminosities of both our HiBAL and non-BAL samples are > 10^{12} L_⊙, sufficient to classify them as ULIRGs. We calculate weighted mean SFRs (strictly upper limits using this relation due to the possibility of dust heating by the AGN and our BAL QSOs having overdensities of neighbours) for the HiBALs of 240 ± 21 M_⊙ yr^{-1} for
the ‘extended’ and $223 \pm 25 \, M_\odot \, \text{yr}^{-1}$ for the ‘classic’ sample from the flux density at $250 \, \mu m$.

(ii) While [Priddey et al. (2007)] found tentative evidence for a dependence of submillimetre flux density on CIV absorption line equivalent width, we find no such dependence at FIR wavelengths. We suggest that the Priddey et al. result may have been due to small number statistics and selection effects as noted in the discussion.

(iii) Within our samples, $3/49$ HiBALs and $27/329$ non-BALs are detected at $> 5 \sigma$ significance. The detection rates for the two species are statistically indistinguishable.

(iv) Taken together these results suggest that BALs (strictly HiBALs) can be unified with non-BAL QSOs within a simple orientation scheme where a BAL QSO is observed only if a nuclear outflow intercepts our line-of-sight. However, with the current data we are unable to say whether (Fe)LoBALs can similarly be accommodated within this scheme or whether they form a distinct population perhaps caught at a key phase in their evolution. Future observations at FIR/submillimetre wavelengths would be valuable in this respect.
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